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Preface

The topic of self-care for mental health professionals is increasingly in the spotlight. When we attend professional conferences, there is not even standing room in the audience in sessions on self-care. The four of us have a keen interest in self-care for counselors and decided to engage in this collaborative project. We are convinced of the motivational value of presenting these ideas to students and professionals, and we hope you will take an honest look at how you are caring for yourself and providing care for the clients you serve. We offer diverse perspectives on self-care with the objective of encouraging counselors and counselor trainees to evaluate their present level of self-care and consider specific changes they want to make in attending to all aspects of wellness in their personal life. We are all engaged in professional work in different settings and are at different stages in our careers. Individually and collectively we strive to offer a balance of challenge and support as you consider ways to enhance your personal and professional life through self-care.

Rather than providing a reference book focused on an exhaustive review of the empirical and scholarly literature on counselor self-care, our approach is to take you on a personal self-care journey. To speak to you in a personal way, the four of us set the tone by revealing our own self-care journeys, and you will hear our voices throughout this book. In addition we invited 52 guest contributors, from new professionals and graduate students to seasoned professionals, to share their experiences and thoughts about various aspects of self-care, including what challenges them the most.
Our central purpose is a focus on relevant themes in self-care that stimulate thoughtful reflection and encourage discussion of practical and useful ideas. We present the ideas in a conversational and personal way and continually asked ourselves how we could inspire you to want to take positive actions that would lead to building on the resources you already possess and to acquiring a set of self-care practices that will work for you in all aspects of your life. No one person has the ideal formula for optimal self-care; we are unique individuals with varied life experiences. With this in mind, we invite you to take this opportunity to live vicariously through our and our contributors’ struggles and triumphs with self-care. Some of these stories and ideas will strike a chord in you, lead to new insights, and inspire your growth (or determination to change). We imagine that the personal narratives included here may evoke a range of reactions including empathy, sadness, laughter, anger, and surprise—all emotions you are likely to encounter on a personal journey. We hope you enjoy reading Counselor Self-Care as much as we enjoyed creating it!

This book can be used as a supplement in a wide range of courses in the counseling field and related helping professions. Counselor Self-Care is an ideal supplementary resource for both master’s and doctoral programs in counseling. It has been intentionally written to be a practical and personal book relevant not only for graduate students but also for professionals at all phases of their career. New professionals and seasoned professional alike must develop self-care practices that will enable them to carry out their professional roles effectively.

Overview of the Book

Chapter 1: Taking Care of Yourself offers a rationale for adopting self-care practices as a requisite for competent professional practice. Self-care as an ethical mandate is emphasized, as is taking active steps to acquire and maintain wellness in all aspects of living. The concept of wellness is presented as a life-long journey that has implications both personally and professionally, and therapeutic presence is discussed with a focus on wellness. A key message of the chapter is how caring for self is a must if you are taking care of others. Empathy fatigue and counselor burnout, managing empathy fatigue, preventing burnout, and happiness as a foundation of self-care all receive our attention.

Chapter 2: Seasons of a Career illustrates how and why self-care is essential at all the stages of one’s career: graduate school, early
career, mid-career, and late career. In this chapter, we each describe key experiences at the different stages of our careers.

**Chapter 3: Self-Care in Graduate School** is written largely from the perspective of Julius Austin and Jude Austin, who discuss their experiences in their master’s and doctoral programs and what they learned from their journeys about self-care and becoming counseling professionals. Topics include committing to self-care, setting boundaries, coping with anxiety, reflecting on motivations for becoming a counselor, maintaining self-worth, and practicing self-care during the dissertation process.

**Chapter 4: Personal and Professional Stressors** addresses how counselors and counselor educators have been affected by and have navigated the personal and professional stressors they have experienced.

**Chapter 5: Managing Stress in a Stressful World** presents a wide variety of routes to stress management: meditation, mindfulness, relaxation, yoga, Pilates, tai chi, experiencing nature, sound nutrition, exercise, recreation, and service to others. This chapter is full of ideas for self-care from a holistic perspective. There is no one right way to practice self-care; many different strategies can be used to deal effectively with stress and to achieve wellness.

**Chapter 6: Establishing Personal and Professional Boundaries** focuses on our successful and unsuccessful experiences setting boundaries at home and at work. Creating healthy work–life boundaries is explored, and our contributors share their ideas on establishing good boundaries, both personally and professionally.

**Chapter 7: Relationships With Self and Others** focuses on self-compassion, embracing the self, finding ways to nourish oneself through solitude and connections with others, developing forgiveness for self and others, taking time to form meaningful relationships, and mentorship.

**Chapter 8: Finding Meaning in Life** highlights the relationship between meaning in life and self-care. The existential approach is given attention as a way of finding meaning in life. Several guest contributors describe ways they create meaning for themselves and how this is connected to self-care.

**Chapter 9: Creating a Realistic Self-Care Plan** highlights the importance of designing a realistic action plan to enhance your self-care practices. The emphasis is on making an honest self-evaluation of your self-care and then deciding how you can make key changes in living. Several guest contributors describe their personal strategies for designing and implementing self-care action plans.
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